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ABSTRACT

Helmets are often recommended as primary safety equipment for protecting the head.
Several studies have been conducted to test the effectiveness of different impact-
absorbing liner materials and their response to high impact loading. The standard
helmets have an impact-absorbing liner of a single material, which may not be the
best design approach. Hence, the possibility of modular helmet liner design with two
different materials has been explored in this study. The chapter presents a preliminary
Finite element analysis (FEA) study to evaluate the performance of hard foam, soft
foam and a combination of both the foams as impact-absorbing liners for helmets. The
results suggest that the hard foam liner showed better performance for high impact
loads, while the soft foam liner was more effective for low impact loads. The results
also indicated that the modular design-based helmet liners developed using both the
hard and soft foam performed better than single foam liners.
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INTRODUCTION

The head is the most delicate and susceptible part of the human body(Shah
and Luximon, 2021). A high-impact blunt trauma injury in the skull area or
an accidental injury caused while working in hazardous work environments,
driving, or playing sports can lead to brain haemorrhage and severe injuries
(Shah and Luximon, 2018). Therefore, helmets are often recommended as a
primary tool to ensure the safety of the head region. A helmet often comprises
three crucial parts, (a) a rigid external shell for protection, (b) an impact-
absorbing liner and (c) comfortable inner padding. The rigid outer shell helps
resist penetration while the inner liner absorbs the energy and spreads the
impact force over a larger surface area to reduce the impact on the guarding
region. It is also known that the effect of impending impact on the head
may vary significantly due to variation in the anatomy and biomechanical
properties of the soft tissues. However, the impact-absorbing liner material is
often the same throughout the helmet despite the impact’s nature and lacks
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the impact-oriented design. Several studies (Shuaeib et al., 2007, Mills et al.,
2009, McIntosh et al., 2012, Mills and Gilchrist, 2006, Mustafa et al., 2015,
Mustafa et al., 2019, Aare andKleiven, 2007) have been conducted to explore
the influence of materials on helmet performance; however, the effectiveness
of modular designed helmets with multiple materials has not been explored.

Some previous studies (Chang et al., 2000, Walsh et al., 2011,
Beckwith et al., 2012, Bland et al., 2018,Mills et al., 2009) conducted for hel-
met evaluation have used human head forms. Usage of such head forms can
only help provide a brief idea about the helmet performance andmay not pro-
vide detailed information about the impact on the skull or brain. Some recent
studies (Yang et al., 2021, Cai et al., 2019, Dai et al., 2011) have develo-
ped multiple-part/layer based anatomical head models replicating the human
head anatomy. However, these studies have adopted uniform layer thickness
for different parts instead of considering the actual thickness for simplicity
in modelling. Hence, there is a need for a detailed human head finite element
model to better mimic the actual head anatomy for more accurate simulation
results.

Hence in this study, the modular design of the helmet’s impact-absorbing
liner has been evaluated using a detailed human head finite element model
to understand the relative difference in the performance of hard foam, soft
foam and their combinations.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

Development of Human Head and Helmet Finite Element Models

Computed Tomography (CT) data of a male adult Indian subject (age =
31 years) was used to develop a detailed anatomical head model. Separate
models for soft tissue, skull, Mandible and brain were developed from CT
data of the participants using Materialise MIMICS Research 20.0.0691 sof-
tware. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and meninges were not modelled separately
and were combined with the brain model to reduce the complexity of the
analysis. The developedmodels were imported intoGeomagicWrap 2021.0.0
software to simplify the mesh structure using smoothening operations and to
remove existing defects.

The skull region and Mandible were connected by adding ligaments
on both sides of the jaw using the sketch tool in SolidWorks (Version:
29.3.0.0059) software. After which, the Boolean operation was used on the
skull and the outer surface of the head to get a model of the soft tissue of the
head. A similar process was repeated for ligaments and brain models as well.
This was done to avoid any gaps or discontinuities amongst different parts.
Finally, the soft tissue, skull, Mandible and brain were assembled to form a
Parasolid file of the human head finite element model.

A standard helmet 3Dmodel was developed comprising an external shell of
2.75mm thickness and the inner impact-absorbing liner of 25mm thickness.
The boolean operation was performed between the outer surface of the deve-
loped head model and the helmet model’s inner surface to avoid gaps for ease
of analysis. Inner comfort padding of the helmet was not considered in this
study.
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Figure 1: Processed meshes for FEA.

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

ABAQUS 6.14, a finite element simulation tool, was used for this study.
Before the analysis, the developed models were preprocessed in the software
to remove sharp gradients at the boundaries and achieve converging discre-
tization. Various mesh seedings were performed to avoid element distortion
and negative element volumes. Based on the results, a global seeding of 5 mm
was used, and all the parts were discretized with linear four-noded tetrahedral
unstructured element meshes, especially the brain with hybrid formulation
elements, as shown in Figure 1 (a-d).

Material and Interface Properties

Based on the literature (Yang et al., 2021, Salimi Jazi et al., 2014), soft tis-
sue, bones, and the helmet’s external shell were modelled as elastic materials.
The ligaments were assigned the same properties as the bones for ease of
modelling. The brain was assigned viscoelastic material properties defined
using the Prony series, and the respective parameters were estimated from
the Maxwell material model adopted in the study conducted by Salimi Jazi
et al. (2014). The hard and soft foam material parameters were identified to
replicate the respective stress-strain models presented in the study conducted
by Zhang et al. (2013). The soft foam was defined as crushable foam, having
a volumetric hardening behaviour. While testing for the modular design, the
liner was divided into two material regions (1) top (head scalp region) and
(2) both sides (Temporomandibular region) as shown in Figure 1(e) and (f),
respectively. The material properties of different parts have been summarized
in Table 1. A surface to surface tie constraint was applied between soft tissue,
skull, ligaments and brain, as done in a previous study conducted by Cai et al.
(2019) and also between the soft tissue and helmet liner.

Impact Force

Structural analysis was performed in ABAQUS to test the difference in the
performances of hard foam, soft foam and their combination used in the
modular impact-absorbing liner design. A surface load of 4 MPa was applied
over 50 × 50 mm2 on the head vertex as shown in Figure 1(g), which sums
up to a total of 10 kN. The head model was fixed at the bottom (neck region),
as shown in Figure 1(g). A simulation of the direct application of load on the
head vertex was also performed to understand the impact on different parts
without a helmet.
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Table 1. Material properties for different parts used in this study.

Part ρ ×10-8
(kg/mm3)

E (MPa) υ Material TypeRemarks Elements Element
type

Soft tissue 140 0.7 0.45 Elastic 183,897 C3D4
Bones and
ligament

193.5 4096.8 0.22 Elastic 55,767 C3D4

Brain 104 1.58 0.5 Viscoelastic giProny = 0.68
kiProny = 0
τiProny =1.43

56,358 C3D4H

Helmet’s
external
shell

123 18500 0.28 Elastic 30,638 C3D4

Helmet’s
impact-
absorbing
Liner

6.3 8.4 0 Elastic-Plastic
(Hard Foam)

σy = 0.28
εpu = 0.785

144,614 C3D4

6.1 0.84 0.1 Crushable
Foam
(Soft foam)

k = 1.933;
kt = 1.0
σc0 = 0.045;
p0 = 0.03
R = 0.136
σc = σc0 +

P0ε
1−ε−R

Note: ρ - density; E - elastic modulus; υ - poison ratio; giProny, kiProny, τ iProny - Prony series parameters;
σ y - yield stress; εpu - ultimate plastic strain; k - compression yield stress ratio; kt - hydrostatic stress ratio;
σ c - compressive stress; ε - strain; σ c0 - initial yield stress; p0– effective gas pressure; R - relative foam
density.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the current studies have been summarized in Table 2. Case C0
represents the impact of 95% of total load on soft tissue, skull and the brain
when no helmet was used. Cases C1, C2 and Cases C3, C4 present the results
for 25% and 95% of total loading on single material foam liners made up of
hard foam and soft foam, respectively. Cases C5 and C6 present results for
95% of total loading for modular liners, with C5 having the top region com-
prising of hard foam and side region comprising of soft foam,whereas C6 had
the soft foam in the top region and hard foam in the side region. This study
aimed to identify the performance difference between the single-material and
modular designed foam; hence, relative differences in the results have been
compared, and preliminary inferences have been presented. However, a detai-
led experimental study in the future needs to be conducted to acquire a more
holistic understanding of the actual difference in the performance

For Case C0, it is evident that there is a large amount of stress at the vertex
region of the head, which is transferred internally to the skull and the brain.
Due to the application of fixed constraint in the neck region, there is signi-
ficant stress in the neck and mandibular region, which is further transmitted
up to the ear region. For evaluation of other cases, the results of C0 has been
taken as a relative reference.

For single-material impact-absorbing liner (Cases C1-C4), it can be seen
that at lower load (25% of total loading), the amount of load transmitted on
the soft tissue, skull and brain is more for hard foam (Case C1) compared to
soft foam (Case C3). Also, the stress is more distributed for soft foam liner
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Table 2. FEA results.

Cases Soft tissue Skull Brain Load Level Helmet

Top Liner Side Liner

C0 95% No

C1 25% Hard Foam

C2 95% Hard Foam

C3 25% Soft Foam

C4 95% Soft Foam

C5 95% Hard Foam Soft Foam

C6 95% Soft Foam Hard Foam

Legend

than concentric stress observed for the hard form. Whereas at a higher load
(95% of total loading), the amount of load transmitted was much higher and
concentrated for the soft foam (Case C4) compared to hard foam (Case C2).
This could be caused due to the bounce-back effect making the impact more
severe in the case of soft foams.

While considering modular design approach-based liners (Cases C5
and C6). The results for C5, when compared with C2, suggest that the perfor-
mance of the multiple-material liner was better than the single-material liner.
For both C2 and C5, the amount of loading on the top region is quite similar;
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however, due to soft foam material in the side region, the stress transmitted
in the ear and mandibular region is significantly lesser in C5 compared to C2.
It is also observed that the stress distribution in C5 is comparatively better
than C2 for soft tissue skull and the brain.

While comparing Cases C4 and C6 having soft foam in the vertex region
where the load is applied, it can be seen that the overall load distribution
is significantly better in the scalp region for C6 compared to C4, where the
amount of stress is more. However, the stress is transmitted more on the ear
and mandibular region where there is hard foam in C6, which is much higher
than C4 for the soft tissue. For the brain and the bone region, it was observed
that the stress imparted was lesser and more distributed in C6 than in C4.

Most helmets used at construction sites/ mines have uniform hard foam
lining material, whereas ordinary bicycle and motorcycle helmets generally
have a single layer of crushable foams like Expanded PolyStyrene (EPS), and
most sports helmets have rubbery foam liners. However, with the adoption of
the modular design approach, a large variety of application-specific helmets
can be developed, which can exhibit higher performance and provide better
protection than single-material liners.

Compared to the previous study, the current study tried to use a detai-
led human head finite element model; however, the models assumed the
material properties to be homogenous, whereas, in reality, the biomecha-
nical properties may vary significantly in different regions of the head and
face. In addition, some anatomical parts were merged or not considered for
the simplicity of modelling. Also, in the current finite element head model,
the material properties of ligaments were considered similar to that of bone;
however, to make the model more realistic, the ligaments need to be sepa-
rately assigned properties based on their biomechanical properties. Hence
further detailed head model needs to be developed in future to achieve more
realistic results. The helmet model also needs to be further refined in future
studies by adding additional parts like comfort foam liner, chin strap, and
shield. Also, the contact modelling between helmet and head needs to be
modified to replicate the realistic contact behavior by providing slippage and
friction parameters. By adopting a modular design approach in this study,
only two types of foams with different properties were evaluated for two dif-
ferent regions (top and side). However, in the future, multiple combinations
of materials and multiple part liner designs can be tested to develop optimal
application-specific designs.

CONCLUSION

The current study presents a preliminary investigation of how helmet per-
formance can be enhanced using a modular design approach for impact-
absorbing liner design. Finite element analysis was conducted on a detailed
human head finite element model with four combinations of the helmet’s
impact-absorbing liners (hard foam, soft foam, and their two combinations).
The results suggest that the hard foam liner was more effective than soft
foam liner for high impact loads, whereas soft foam liner performed better
for low impact loads. The results also indicated that the overall response of
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liners developed using a modular design approach by using multiple materi-
als performed better than single material foam liners. Further experimental
verification is required to have a detailed realistic understanding of the per-
formance; however, the current study provides the initial inferences, which
are very promising. The results from this study can help create a new direction
of research in the area of helmet design, where application-specific modular
helmet liner designs can be developed based on their functional requirements
and the estimated range of intensity of the possible impending impact during
the usage.
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